
Periscope Data: Making the
Move From Inbound to Outbound



Overview
Founded in 2012 by two former Google and Microsoft engineers, Periscope Data is a data platform that allows data scientists 
to quickly run analyses on SQL-based databases and easily build custom visualizations - without ever touching SQL code. 
Periscope Data is 150x faster than any other data visualization tool on the market. The company has more than 800 
customers, including Adobe, New Relic, SurveyMonkey, and the American Red Cross.

Challenge
Periscope Data realized it could no longer afford to rely exclusively on inbound sales to fuel its growth and turned to Node for 
support to develop an outbound sales strategy. In 2016, Periscope Data was growing at breakneck speed: it had seen 
revenue increase 5X, its customer base grow 3X, and its sales team increase 2X over the past year. The team needed a 
more targeted ideal customer profile as up to that point predicting which companies had the highest buying propensity relied 
on educated guesswork. The company wanted to shift to a data-driven approach and needed a partner to help them do it.

Impact “Thanks to Node’s invaluable data, 
which identified and prioritized our 

market play and powered rapid revenue 
growth, Periscope Data is now valued 

at more than $100 million.” 
– Jerry Clarno, VP Sales, PERISCOPE DATAIncrease 

in pipeline.



Solution
WHAT DID NODE DELIVER?

A robust data layer: Node’s data intelligence layer identified $1B in high propensity-to-
buy companies from Periscope Data’s total addressable market.

Smart analysis: Node analyzed revenue history against future business plans and 
surfaced top competitor and partner installs.

Market insights: Node identified 10,258 new high potential customers for Periscope 
Data to target using filters like geography and industry to align the markets with 
Periscope Data’s team structure.

Real ROI: Node helped Periscope Data determine the specific attributes that correlated 
to higher deal sizes, higher win rates, and shorter sales cycles, and quantified the 
impact of each for the team.

On-the-ground support: Node provided the team with buyer profiles and account and 
contact data so they could begin outreach immediately using their existing workflows.



The Results
PERISCOPE DATA SUCCESSFULLY SHIFTED TO AN OUTBOUND GO-TO-MARKET 
STRATEGY AND SAW RESULTS IN LESS THAN FIVE WEEKS. 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Shifted from inbound to 20% outbound sales. 

Doubled their sales team and scaled at a rate they didn’t previously think possible. 

Reduced the time that sales needed to spend prospecting.

Displaced their previous data intelligence providers (including LeadGenius, Clearbit, and 
Radius Intelligence), reducing cost and operational overhead.


